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Controlling the noise properties of optical frequency combs (OFC) is of great importance as most
OFC-based precision measurements are limited by their intrinsic stability. It has been found that
OFC noise manifests itself as fluctuations of only a few global parameters, which indicates strong
correlations between the fluctuations of individual frequency lines. However, the physical processes
underneath such correlations are still not completely understood. We introduce a novel measurement
scheme that allows us to measure simultaneously and in real time the whole Fourier spectrum of
phase and amplitude fluctuations of the OFC field as well as its amplitude-phase correlations in
many frequency bands spanning the laser spectrum. This enables us to determine the full quadrature
covariance matrices in the frequency band mode basis, and this for various Fourier frequencies, to
find their principal modes in time and frequency domain, and to associate them with global physical
parameters.
PACS numbers: To be added
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of optical frequency combs (OFCs)
[1] has triggered a wide range of metrological applica-
tions starting from spectroscopy[2, 3], optical clocks[4],
to microwave-photonics[5, 6] and ranging[7, 8], thanks
mainly to their intrinsic broadband phase-coherence and
their remarkable stability[9, 10]. The ultimate limit in
sensitivity of the measurements made with light is dic-
tated by the quantum nature of light. However, in most
cases, it is the stability of the OFC[11, 12] that sets the
limit. Therefore, controlling the noise in OFC has drawn
a lot of attention[13–17]. It has been shown that the OFC
noises, linked to the laser dynamics, can be described
as fluctuations of only a few global physical parameters
such as power, central-wavelength, carrier-envelope-offset
(CEO) phase and repetition rate[18], which depend not
only on the fluctuations of the different frequency lines
but also on their correlations. Each global parameter
can be associate with a specific time/frequency mode
spanning ovver all the frequency componentes of the
OFC[19]. However a complete understanding of spec-
tral noise correlations, in particular those between am-
plitude and phase noise, is still missing while such cor-
relations in OFCs based on Kerr-lens modelocking are
very much expected. Several works have reported such
phase-amplitude coupling effects. In most cases they are
measured by monitoring the evolution of CEO and/or
pulse repetition frequencies when an external modulation
is applied to the laser intensity[20–22]. Nevertheless, all
these methods are not able to obtain complete knowledge
of all the mechanisms behind the phase/amplitude noise
and their correlations.
Here, we introduce a novel measurement scheme which
combines spectrally-resolved detection using multipixel
detectors with balanced homodyne detection. This
scheme allows us to simultaneously access both the am-
plitude and the phase noise of different frequency bands
within the spectrum of the OFC, thus providing complete
information about the spectral distribution of amplitude
and phase noise in an almost-single-shot measurement.
Finally, a time/frequency mode-dependent description of
phase-amplitude noise correlations is introduced that re-
veals all underlying physical processes behind such cor-
relations.
QUADRATURE NOISE
The complex electric field of an OFC in the spec-
tral domain can be expressed as E(Ω) = E0 α(Ω) eiφ(Ω),
where E0 is the single photon field constant[23], α(Ω)
and φ(Ω) respectively denote the spectral amplitude
and the spectral phase, and Ω = ω − ω0 stands for
the optical frequency relative to the carrier frequency
ω0. The presence of different noise sources, originating
from mechanical and thermal drifts to spontaneous emis-
sion and pump intensity fluctuations, perturbs the comb
field. The field fluctuations δE(Ω) = E(Ω) − 〈E(Ω)〉
can be written in terms of the amplitude fluctuations
δα(Ω) and of the phase fluctuations δφ(Ω) as δE(Ω) =
E0 [δα(Ω) + iδφ(Ω) · α(Ω)] eiφ(Ω). This may be rewritten
in terms of the field quadrature fluctuations 2δE(Ω) =
E0 [δx(Ω) + iδp(Ω)] eiφ(Ω) such as
δx(Ω) = 2 δα(Ω), δp(Ω) = 2α(Ω) δφ(Ω) (1)
where δx(Ω) and δp(Ω) respectively define the amplitude
and the phase quadrature noise. It is important to men-
tion here that δx(Ω) directly quantifies δα(Ω), whereas
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2δp(Ω) provides the measure of δφ(Ω) only in the presence
of a non-zero mean-field α(Ω).
In the following, we show that a spectrally resolved ho-
modyne detection-based scheme allows for the simultane-
ous retrieval of the fluctuations of both optical quadra-
tures.
A MODE-SENSITIVE DETECTION SCHEME
The experimental scheme to measure noise correlations
in an OFC is shown in Fig. 1. It allows for the simul-
taneous acquisition of phase and amplitude quadrature
noise which enables us to study their correlations. We
have independently analyzed the noise of two different
Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillators in different experi-
mental setups to emphasize the generality of the method.
One oscillator is prism-based delivering 100 fs pulses (10
nm FWHM), while the other is chirped mirrors-based,
delivering 20 fs pulses (45 nm FWHM).
In each setup, the laser light is split into two arms
of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. One arm, called the
reference, is low-pass filtered with a high-finesse Fabry-
Perot cavity , and subsequently attenuated. The other
arm is called the signal field and is much stronger than
the reference. The signal undergoes pulse shaping to
match the spectral phase between the two arms which
are locked on the phase quadrature by a piezo-electric
actuator. The two fields are eventually mixed on a bal-
anced beam-splitter and each output is detected using
a spectrally-resolved detection scheme that includes a
diffraction grating followed by a micro-lens array and
a multi-pixel detector. This allows for the total OFC
optical spectrum to be divided into 8 bands that are fo-
cussed into the different pixels of the multi-pixel detec-
tor. The photocurrents from every pixel are demodulated
at a given sideband frequency using a synthesizer and a
mixer. Each signal is subsequently recorded with a data
acquisition card.
The extracted time traces are subsequently post-
processed by computing the noise of the sum and of the
difference of the signals from the two detectors.
As the reference field is weak, the sum naturally pro-
vides the intensity noise of the signal field, which can
directly be linked to its amplitude quadrature noise〈
δx(Ω)2
〉
at the mean optical frequency Ω of each mea-
sured band. The difference gives access to the phase of
the weak reference field relative to the strong signal field,
similar to a homodyne detection scheme. Since this ref-
erence field is filtered with a high finesse cavity, the mea-
sured phase fluctuations originate only from the signal
phase noise for Fourier components of the noise above
the cut-off frequency. This subsequently gives access to〈
δp(Ω)2
〉
when renormalized to take into account the dif-
ference in optical power.
Using this method, fluctuations of both optical quadra-
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FIG. 1: General experimental layout. Two different fem-
tosecond oscillators can be chosen to be split on a 50-50
beamsplitter (BS) into the field of reference and the signal
field. The reference is filtered through a passive cavity and
subsequently attenuated by a variable amount (ND: neutral
density); on the signal, a pulse shaper is utilized to ensure
a flat spectral phase between the two paths. These are sub-
sequently combined on another BS and spectrally resolved
homodyne detection is performed. A piezoelectric actuator is
used to lock the relative phase of the interferometer on the
phase quadrature.
tures are retrieved for all the optical bands in a fast mea-
surement (∼ 100 ms) on a similar scale, which enables
direct comparison. We represent the quadrature noises
and their correlations using a covariance matrix formal-
ism, assuming that the observed laser fluctuations fol-
low Gaussian statistics. Every measurement is normal-
ized to the power contained in the stronger signal field,
such that the noise level is always expressed as relative
to shot noise. Note that the simultaneous measurement
of both optical quadratures which are non-commuting
observables results in a higher noise floor on the phase
quadrature which is renormalized. The covariance matri-
ces are subsequently analyzed in a modal formalism that
allows the extraction of physical parameters[24, 25].
NOISE MATRICES
In figure 2, the covariance matrices for both the am-
plitude and the phase quadrature noise are shown for
500 kHz sideband frequency and the insets correspond
to 4 MHz frequency. The matrices are normalized to
shot noise, i.e. the covariance matrix for quantum vac-
uum is the identity matrix on both quadratures. In the
insets of Fig 2(a,b), we can see that the amplitude ma-
trices are diagonal with all their elements being equal to
unity. This proves that the only noise present on the
amplitude quadrature at ∼ 4 MHz sideband frequency
arises from uncorrelated vacuum fluctuations in both os-
cillators. However, the insets of Fig. 2(c,d) show that
the phase matrices do not exactly resemble the identity
matrix. This is a consequence of the photon number
renormalization[26], but the measured matrices are in-
deed diagonal, demonstrating therefore that the phase
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FIG. 2: Covariance matrices of the amplitude and phase noise normalized to shot noise, for a 100 fs (a and c) and a 20 fs (b
and d) temporal bandwidth oscillator. (e) and (f) represent the correlation matrices, also normalized to the shot noise level, for
both oscillators. Wavelength axes unit is in nanometers. Analysis frequencies ' 500 kHz. Insets: quantum-limited frequencies
of 4 MHz. Optical power in signal ' 9 mW for the first oscillator and ' 4 mW for the other.
quadrature is also shot noise limited at this frequency.
On the other hand, for low sideband frequency, both the
amplitude and the phase matrices for the two oscillators
contain non-negligible off-diagonal terms which signifies
spectral correlations among fluctuations corresponding to
various optical bands. It is important to note that in the
case of both oscillators, each row/column of the phase
quadrature matrix reveals the mean-field spectrum of the
OFC, which is consistent with the phase quadrature noise
definition of Eq. 1.
Furthermore, the modal representation of the OFC
noises can be recovered by eigendecomposition of the
quadrature covariance matrices as described in[19]. This
decomposition leads to eigenspectra for both the am-
plitude and the phase quadrature. One finds that at
low noise sideband frequencies there are three amplitude
modes and three phase modes, much stronger than the
former, that predominantly contribute to the OFC fluc-
tuations. It is also worth mentioning that the recov-
ered eigenmodes[26] resemble the theoretical noise modes
of[18]. For better understanding, we compute the noise
contained in the basis of the physical modes associated
with different global parameters of the OFC (see Meth-
ods). This leads to the noise spectra of Fig. 3 for the
100 fs source (a) and the 20 fs source (b). Both show a
very similar noise decomposition, where the CEO phase
noise strongly dominates over all other noises in the OFC.
Moreover, we find a new noise mechanism as strong as
the timing jitter which may be associated with the GVD
mode[26], thus pointing to the intra-cavity dispersion
fluctuations. The fact that the influence of the dispersion
is as important as the timing jitter may be a consequence
of the Kerr-lens modelocking[20], which is common to
both sources. Finally, knowing that the two measure-
ments were performed with comparable optical power
level (9 mW for the long-pulse and 4 mW for the short-
pulse), we find that the two sources display very similar
noise magnitude.
We can notice the presence of relaxation oscillations at
1.1 MHz for the short-pulse source that are not present
on the long-pulse source, thanks to careful cavity align-
ment. Also, smaller peaks can be observed below that fre-
quency in the short-pulse case, which were also observed
on the intensity noise of the pump laser, pointing to the
importance of the pump laser fluctuations to the noise
behaviour of the oscillator. On the other hand, the dom-
inant noise mechanism on the amplitude quadrature is
attributed to power fluctuations while higher order noise
arising from a change in center wavelength and spectral
bandwidth have a much smaller contribution. Compar-
ing the two oscillators, we notice that the center wave-
length fluctuations in the short-pulse source is more im-
portant than in the long-pulse source. Such behaviour of
center-wavelength fluctuations depending on intra-cavity
dispersion compensation scheme, based on either chirped
mirrors or prism pairs respectively for short- and long-
4pulse source, have already been observed[22]. Note also
that the fluctuations of every parameter reach the shot
noise level for high sideband frequencies as expected since
the noises are filtered out by the laser cavity for such
frequencies. The small discrepancy for the phase param-
eters at shot noise limited frequencies comes from the
noise added by the renormalization. This plateau can
be ignored and the slope of the phase noise may safely
be extrapolated until it reaches the same unitary value
as the amplitude noise. It is also worth mentioning that
both oscillators can be regarded as free-running on the
range of analysis frequencies that are presented, since it
is well outside of any lock bandwidths (see Methods).
Therefore, these fluctuations originate exclusively from
laser dynamics.
The similarity between the noise distribution of both
sources is due to the fact they are pumped by the same
type of laser whose noise is the dominant source over
the analyzed frequencies. While the two sources have
the same mode-locking mechanism, the two cavities are
quite different in the way dispersion is compensated to
generate the shortest pulse. Since the decomposition of
Fig. 3 is not sufficient to understand that difference, we
proceed to analyze how the modes from the two optical
quadratures are correlated, thus providing a description
of the coupling between the amplitude and the phase
noise.
PHASE-AMPLITUDE NOISE CORRELATIONS
The simultaneous retrieval of the fluctuations on
both optical quadratures, thanks to our novel detection
scheme, then allows the extraction of spectral correla-
tions between the phase and the amplitude noise that
we are interested in. We simply compute the correla-
tion matrix from the temporal acquisition of 〈δxs · δps〉
for different sideband frequencies. The resulting matrices
are depicted by Fig. 2(e) and (f) for the two oscillators.
One finds that the structured correlations between the
amplitude and the phase noise indeed exist at lower side-
band frequencies. Moreover, we find that the shape of
these correlations does not really change with the side-
band frequency[26], but they gradually diminish for high
frequencies and eventually vanish (insets), reaching as
expected the shot noise level. Note that the global sign
of the correlations is dependent upon the phase lock of
the interferometer, and is therefore irrelevant. Interest-
ingly, although the amplitude and phase matrices of both
oscillators are very similar, as is their projection on the
physical basis, the correlation matrices are quite differ-
ent. Most notably, the 20 fs source shows a sign inversion
at the center wavelength, indicating a different physical
parameter responsible for correlation between the two os-
cillators.
In the previous section, we have shown that both the
ay
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FIG. 3: Fluctuations of the main parameters of two fem-
tosecond oscillators, obtained upon decomposition of the noise
matrices in the basis of physical modes. a) Prism-based os-
cillator with 100 fs pulses and 9 mW of optical power. b)
Chirped mirrors-based oscillator with 20 fs pulses and 4 mW
of optical power. The inset modes represent the spectral com-
ponents of the physical modes, obtained analytically from the
power spectra. The shadow around each trace represent the
error in the measurement as standard deviations of multiple
acquisitions.
quadrature noises can be decomposed into different de-
coupled modes and each of them is associated with a
well-defined physical mechanism. The main novel aspect
of this work is to uncover such a modal description of the
phase-amplitude correlations and hence to reveal all the
underlying physical processes. To this aim, we perform
a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the correlation
matrix at each sideband frequency and retrieve the eigen-
modes and eigenvalues as defined in Eq. 3. Figures 4(a)
and (b) depict the variation of the Schmidt numbers (i.e.
number of independent modes, see Methods) as a func-
tion of analysis frequency for the two laser sources. In
both cases, the decomposition exhibits a single excited
mode, with a Schmidt number of respectively 1.02 and
1.07. The quadrature noise correlations are thus domi-
nated by only a single mode interaction in the frequency
range where laser dynamics are important. For high side-
band frequencies, the vacuum fluctuations, which are in-
trinsically multimode, prevail over all other mechanisms,
thus leading to high values of K. The insets of Fig. 4(a)
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FIG. 4: Top: 100 fs oscillator, bottom: 20 fs oscillator. a)
and b) Schmidt number K obtained by singular value decom-
position of the correlations matrices as a function of analysis
frequency. Insets: first singular vectors of the SVD. Shad-
owed traces: standard deviation over multiple acquisitions.
c) and d) Projection of the Schmidt modes on the physical
modes revealing individual contribution of different physical
processes behind phase-amplitude correlations. The values
are averaged around c) 500 kHz and d) 800 kHz.
and (b) show the main modes that are coupled, over a fre-
quency range where the Schmidt number is constant. In
contrast, the amplitude quadrature main mode appears
to be a combination of different modes, indicating that
multiple physical parameters are participating in the cor-
relations. Specifically, it is clearly shown by both the cor-
relation matrices and by the main amplitude modes that
the spectral shape of the largest contributing mode to the
correlations is distinctly different for both laser sources,
as the short-pulse source shows an inversion about the
center wavelength while the long-pulse is less structured.
To put this on more solid footing we project the eigen-
modes on the relevant physical modes over the selected
frequency range. The results are shown in Fig. 4(c) and
(d) for the two oscillators. In both cases, we show that
the main contribution to the noise correlations by the
phase quadrature comes from the CEO-phase, which is
correlated to the amplitude quadrature with a superposi-
tion of parameters. This decomposition differs depending
on the source. For the long-pulse source, the largest con-
tributor to the amplitude quadrature is found to be power
fluctuation, followed by center spectrum jitter and spec-
tral bandwidth variation. On the other hand, the short-
pulse source clearly shows that center spectrum jitter has
a larger contribution to the correlations relative to power
fluctuations, while spectral bandwidth noise is found to
be negligible.
Remarkably, while the previous analysis of amplitude
and phase noise realized separately shows that the two
sources are virtually undistinguishable, except in term of
global noise power, this new examination of amplitude-
phase noise correlation reveals a large difference between
the two oscillators.
For an OFC based on Kerr-lens mode-locking and hav-
ing intra-cavity prisms for dispersion compensation, sim-
ilar noise properties have been reported[21]. The laser
intensity fluctuations create refractive-index fluctuations
inside the Ti:Sa active medium due to self-steepening
induced by the Kerr effect, and hence leads to CEO
phase fluctuations. Additionally, the intensity noise can
also give rise to the fluctuations of beam pointing be-
cause of self-steepening that eventually causes the disper-
sion fluctuations due to the presence of the intra-cavity
prisms[21].
Conversely, for the short-pulse source on Fig. 4(d), al-
though the general behaviour of correlation is similar to
the previous case because of the identical gain medium,
the strength of the physical processes behind the noise
correlations has been changed. In particular, the con-
tribution from center-wavelength fluctuations becomes
dominant compared to the other oscillator while power
fluctuations have a smaller contribution[20, 22]. These
amplitude quadratures fluctuations are also largely cor-
related to the CEO-phase, but our analysis shows an in-
creased contribution from higher order phase terms, such
as timing jitter and intra-cavity dispersion fluctuation.
This is likely a consequence of the free-running character-
istics of the oscillator (see Methods). Note also that the
coefficients shown on Fig. 4(d) present larger error bars
than those of Fig. 4(c) because the experimental setup
is more challenging to operate with larger spectral band-
widths pulses, mostly as a result of the multiple feedback
loops that are required for stability.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a novel noise detection setup is intro-
duced to retrieve simultaneously the spectral fluctuations
in amplitude and in phase, and hence measure their cor-
relation, of a femtosecond oscillator. It is important to
stress that our description of noise correlation is entirely
based on a modal decomposition of the noises on both
the optical quadratures. To come up with a modal pic-
ture of the correlation between the quadrature noises, we
apply Schmidt decomposition in a very similar manner to
that adopted in quantum optics. This unfolds the com-
plex physical processes that couple phase and amplitude
in frequency combs. Moreover, the generality of our ap-
proach is proved by analyzing two different laser sources.
This study provides a robust toolkit to investigate noise
processes in femtosecond oscillators which is not limited
to solid-state lasers in a novel manner and could shed
more light on the underlying physical mechanism that
6govern the OFC dynamics. The method may also be
utilized to design an optimal feedback control loop to
improve the noise performance of such sources.
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METHODS
Lasers
Two different ultrafast Ti:sapphire lasers are used for
the experiments. The first one, which we call the long-
pulse laser, is a MIRA laser from Coherent delivering a
spectrum of 10 nm FWHM centered at 795 nm, with
76MHz repetition rate and 100 fs pulses. This corre-
sponds to a laser cavity of 4m, where the dispersion
compensation is achieved by a pair of prisms. The sec-
ond one, which we call the short-pulse laser, is a SYN-
ERGY laser from FemtoLasers delivering a spectrum of
45 nm FWHM centered at 795 nm, with 156 MHz repe-
tition rate and 20 fs pulses. This cavity is 2m long, and
every cavity mirror contains a chirped coating in order
to compensate the intra-cavity dispersion.
Oscillators stabilization
Unlike OFCs used for metrology, our setup do not uti-
lize high quality feedback loops on the oscillators. For
the long-pulse laser cavity, a piezo-electric actuator is
mounted to slightly tilt the retroreflector inside the prism
compressor, thus allowing fine control of the center wave-
length to the first order. The output field of the laser is
dispersed by a grating and center wavelength is recorded
with a quadrant detector. The photocurrent is used as
an error signal for a custom-built low-frequency feed-
back loop with a bandwidth of ∼ 5 kHz. It has been
found that this lock also sufficiently stabilizes the CEO-
phase for this experiment, hence that parameter is not
locked with another scheme. Moreover, pointing of the
pump laser is locked with similar electronics and a 3-axis
piezo-mounted mirror, enabling stabilization of the out-
put power and center wavelength as well.
In the case of the short-pulse laser, while the pump
pointing is also locked with a similar setup, its larger
bandwidth and the use of a higher finesse filtering cavity
for the experiment requires an additional lock. Specifi-
cally, the CEO-phase is locked using a commercial Menlo
f-2f interferometer to extract the CEO frequency beat
note. This lock has a 100 kHz bandwidth, and is nec-
essary to ensure maximum transmission of the filtering
cavity. For both systems, the repetition rate is not sta-
bilized.
Interferometer
The laser light is split between two arms of a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. One arm, called the reference,
is filtered with a high-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (FP) to
decouple from the other arm and subsequently attenu-
ated. The other arm is the signal beam, and corresponds
to the local oscillator arm and is much stronger than the
reference, thus it acts as the local oscillator in the stan-
dard homodyne detection scheme. The signal undergoes
pulse shaping using a spatial light modulator (SLM) in a
4-f configuration to match the spectral phase between the
two arms. The constant phase between the two arms of
the interferometer is locked with a mirror-mounted piezo-
electric actuator. The two fields are eventually mixed on
a balanced beam-splitter and each output is detected us-
ing a spectral-resolving detection scheme that includes a
diffraction grating followed by a micro-lens array and a
multi-pixel detector. This enables the total optical spec-
trum to be divided into 8 bands and then focus each band
into different pixels of the multi-pixel detector (S4111-
16R Hamamatsu). The photocurrent from every pixel
goes through a transimpedance amplifier that splits the
DC from the high-frequency (HF) component (cut-off fre-
quency of ∼ 200 kHz) and amplifies the latter. The DC
parts go directly to a data acquisition card to monitor the
average optical power received by each pixel, while the
HF parts are demodulated by mixing with RF signal at
a given frequency from a synthesizer. The demodulated
signals are then low-pass filtered below ∼ 15 kHz and
simultaneously recorded in the temporal domain with a
deep-memory data acquisition card. The recorded time
traces are finally processed to compute the noise covari-
ance for each quadrature as well as spectral correlations
between the quadratures noise. Optical power in the sig-
nal beam are different for the two oscillators (9 mW for
the long-pulse and 4 mW for the short-pulse) because
of gain difference between the two multipixel detectors,
leading to distinct saturation thresholds.
Cavities
In order to create a reference beam whose phase is
uncorrelated to the one that is measured, high-finesse
Fabry-Perot cavities are introduced in one arm of the in-
terferometer. For the long-pulse laser source, the cavity
has a finesse of F ∼ 200, which corresponds to a band-
width of ∼ 180 kHz. It is locked to the laser source using
a Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme.
7For the short-pulse laser source, the cavity has a finesse
of f ∼ 1200 and a bandwidth of 60 kHz. Since the spec-
trum is larger than the other source, the locking scheme
is more complex. It first requires a spectrally-sensitive
Pound-Drever-Hall scheme, where only the center wave-
length is used to generate an error signal. Moreover, the
CEO of the comb has to be locked in order for the cavity
to transmit the full spectrum. Finally, intra-cavity dis-
persion has to be controlled. This is achieved using zero-
dispersion mirrors and controlled atmosphere. An air
pressure of 50 mBar allows compensation of the residual
dispersion originating from the mirrors, and the cavity
then transmits the full spectrum[27].
Data processing
The signal detected at either output of the beamsplit-
ter on a given pixel j is written as
S±(Ωj) =
|Eref(Ωj)|2
2
+
|Es(Ωj)|2
2
± Re
{∫
δΩj
dΩE∗ref(Ωj) · Es(Ωj)
}
(2)
where E represents the complex field amplitude and
the integral is taken over the width δΩj of the pixel.
Considering the form of the field as mentioned before
(E(Ω) = E0 a(Ω)eiφ(Ω)), the last term of (2) can be
written as Re
{
E20
∫
dΩα∗ref(Ωj)αs(Ωj) e
iδφrel(Ωj)eiφrel
}
,
where δφrel, φrel respectively represent the fluctuating
part and the constant part of the relative phase between
the two arms of the interferometer. The pulse shaper
in the signal arm ensures that φrel is flat for all optical
frequencies, which is absolutely necessary to ensure that
every pixel measures the exact same quadrature of the
field. As pointed out in[19], for sufficiently high analysis
frequency, the phase fluctuations of the reference is ad-
equately filtered by the passive cavity, and hence δφrel
can be considered as the fluctuation of the signal only.
Therefore, by measuring the fluctuations of the photocur-
rent difference S+ − S− while φrel is locked at pi/2 as in
standard homodyne, we can recover δφrel(Ωj) that en-
ables the laser phase noise to be quantified. On the other
hand, the reference field being much weaker than the sig-
nal field, the fluctuations of S+ + S− can be expressed
as |Es(Ωj)|δas(Ωj), where δas represents fluctuating sig-
nal amplitude, giving access to the laser amplitude noise.
Using this method, we obtain both the phase and the am-
plitude quadrature fluctuations for all the optical bands
in a single shot measurement, from which covariance and
correlation matrices can be reconstructed. Details of this
reconstruction, and in particular renormalisation proce-
dures due to the difference in power between the signal
field (from which amplitude noise is recovered) and the
reference field (from which phase noise is recovered) are
explained in the supplementary material.
Data retrieval and error estimation
The experimental data retrieval is a fast process, since
the whole analysis frequency range is scanned in a mat-
ter of seconds. A single scan consists of 100 points dis-
tributed logarithmically between 200 kHz and 4 MHz.
A typical data point corresponds to 100 ms of demodu-
lated signal sampled at 125 kSa/s for every pixel of the
detection. These waveforms are used to compute vari-
ance and covariance, thus building the matrices of Fig.2.
These scans are repeated multiple times in order to build
the error bars that are shown on Fig.3, which represent
one standard deviation of the data set. For the noise
correlation analysis presented on Fig.4c) and d), an addi-
tional averaging is achieved over a frequency range where
the Schmidt number is constant. This is needed to en-
sure that the noise mode structure is stable over that
frequency range and does reflect laser dynamics.
Correlations analysis
In this paper, our primary goal is to analyze correla-
tions between the amplitude and the phase fluctuations
in a OFC and provide a modal description of the phe-
nomena. To this aim, we apply Schmidt decompositon
(or SVD), usually utilized to find the degree of entangle-
ment in a bipartite quantum system, to the correlation
function C(ω1, ω2) relating the amplitude fluctuations at
the optical frequency ω1 to the phase fluctuations at ω2
as follows
C(ω1, ω2) =
N∑
n
λn xn(ω1) · p∗n(ω2) (3)
The Schmidt coefficients λn are real quantities and can
be ordered as λ1 > λ2 > . . . > 0, and the Schmidt modes
{xn}, {pn} form orthonormal sets. Such a decomposi-
tion shows that the correlations may be explained as the
joint interaction between multiple modes of each opti-
cal quadrature. The total number of modes that con-
tributes to the correlations is estimated by computing
the Schmidt number given as
K =
(∑
n λ
2
n
)2∑
n λ
4
n
≥ 1 (4)
This number is somehow similar to the effective rank of
a matrix. In quantum optics, it is usually applied to de-
scribe a bi-partite entangled state e.g. as the product
of two-mode squeezers. It formally quantifies the total
number of independent squeezers if their squeezing pa-
rameters were all equal. The same formalism applies to
8classical noise analysis, where K then allows quantifi-
cation of the number of modes that participate to the
physical process that the matrix describes. In the case
where a single amplitude mode is correlated to a single
phase mode, every coefficient except the first one goes to
zero λn>1 → 0, and thus leading to K → 1.
Physical basis for projective measurement
Homodyne detection is formally described as a pro-
jective measurement, since it extracts the noise of the
signal field projected on the spectral mode of the local os-
cillator. When the detection is spectrally-resolved, that
projection may be achieved numerically after the mea-
surement is done, since it contains all the spectral infor-
mation. Assuming that the mean field α(Ω) is known,
it is possible to use a perturbative development to an-
alytically construct detection modes that are attached
to the detection of a given parameter in a projective
measurement[24, 25]. The development depicted in the
Supplemental Materials allows the definition of detection
modes for fluctuations of optical power, center wave-
length jitter and spectral bandwidth on the amplitude
quadrature, and CEO-phase, timing jitter and temporal
bandwidth fluctuations on the phase quadrature. These
modes are constructed from the experimental spectrum
that is acquired for every measurement with the DC out-
put of the multipixel detection.
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Normalization
The signal field (or the local oscillator field in the standard description of homodyne detection) and its fluctuations
in amplitude and phase at a given frequency (ωi) of the comb are written as
Es(ωi) = [αs(ωi) + δαs(ωi)] e
iφ0(ωi)eiδφ(ωi) (5)
where α ∝ √Ns is the spectral amplitude, φ0 is the spectral phase and δα, δφ are stochastic variables whose statistics
we want to determine. We detail here the detection system and how amplitude and phase fluctuations can be recovered
for the photocurrent outputs.
Taking the sum of the photocurrents (see Fig.1), one can ignore the contribution from the field of reference as
it is much weaker, thus the retrieved signal is proportional to |Es|2. Computing the fluctuations of the sum of the
photocurrents one then find:
δI+(ωi) = 2αs(ωi) δαs(ωi) ≡ αs(ωi) · δxs(ωi) (6)
where we neglected higher order terms in δα. It is proportional to the amplitude noise of the signal field.
By writing the optical frequency dependency as an index, the covariance matrix then reads
Cov [δI+]ij = αs,i αs,j Cov [δxs]ij (7)
To model better the actual measurement, it is necessary to add the electronic dark noise. Considering that the field
mean spectral amplitude αi is constant, we write for the measurement on a pixel i:
δI+,i = gi δxs,i + di (8)
where di is the electronic dark noise and gi represents a pixel-dependent gain that comes from the conversion of the
optical signal to an electronic signal. At shot noise, the amplitude covariance matrix is the identity matrix, hence
Var [δI+,i] = g
2
i + Var [d]i, where we assumed that the electronic noise is uncorrelated to the optical signal. The
recovered gain gi =
√
Var [δI+,i]−Var [d]i then enable the normalization of every measurement to shot noise, such
that the noise matrices are diagonal and equal to unity at high analysis frequency:
Cov [δxs]ij =
Cov [δI+]ij − Cov [d]ij
gi · gj (9)
Hence, the retrieved measurement is strictly equal to the covariance matrix of the signal field Cov [δx]ij .
For the phase measurement, when the relative phase between the two arms of the interferometer is set to pi/2, the
retrieved signal at a given optical frequency is given by:
δI− (ωi) = 2αs (ωi) αref (ωi) · δφ (ωi)
≡ αs (ωi) · δp (ωi) (10)
which is in a form equivalent to (6). Hence, the same normalization condition applies, noting that for quantum
vacuum, the noise of both optical quadratures is equal to unity Var [δx] = Var [δp] = 1.
The time traces corresponding to δI+ and δI− are shown in Fig.5 for every spectral band ωi and for a given analysis
frequency.
It is important to note that, whereas the first measurement retrieves the fluctuations of the local oscillator that
contains Ns photons, the phase measurement retrieves the phase fluctuations of the reference field, which contains
Nref  Ns photons. More precisely, since the phase noise of the reference field is negligible thanks to the filtering
cavity, it measures the phase noise of the local oscillator, but for a reduced number of photons. Hence, another power
renormalization needs to be applied to the phase measurement to represent both quadrature’s noise at the same time.
Homodyne measurement retrieves the fluctuations of the reference field in the quadrature that is set by the local
oscillator. In that case, we thus measure the variance of the operator δpˆref while we would want to measure δpˆs. Since
these two quantities differ only by their photon number, we have:
δpˆref =
√
Nref
Ns
δpˆs +
√
1− Nref
Ns
δpˆv (11)
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FIG. 5: Demodulated time traces at 400 kHz for the sum (amplitude quadrature) and the difference (phase quadrature) of
the photocurrents. Vertical axes corresponds to demodulated voltage in Volts; horizontal axes correspond to acquisition time
in seconds.
Equation 11 simply models the mixing of the local oscillator field with vacuum on a beamsplitter which reflectivity is
equal to the power ratio between the two arms of the interferometer.
The covariance of the spectral fluctuations of the local oscillator is then given by
Cov [δpˆs] =
Ns
Nref
Cov [δpˆref] +
(
1− Ns
Nref
)
Id (12)
where Id is the identity matrix, since the variance of quantum vacuum is equal to 1 on either of the field quadrature.
Upon normalization to shot noise of the measurement of Cov [δpˆref] using (9), we then obtain the correct amount of
noise for the photon number of the signal. The ratio of power is computed at each measurement using the DC reading
from the detectors.
Note that this algorithm introduces noise in the measurement. Indeed, at quantum limited frequencies, the matrix
that is measured before normalization is close to the identity matrix, where the off-diagonal elements are small but
not zero. However, applying the operation depicted by Eq.(12) increases these off-diagonal elements to a value higher
than unity. This results in a noise floor in which shot noise is hidden (see Fig.6). As a result, any noise structure
appearing on the phase quadrature when the amplitude quadrature noise is at the shot noise level needs to be regarded
with care. Nonetheless, noise for frequencies below that threshold reflects genuine laser dynamics and the noise power
may be safely compared to the other quadrature or to a different experimental setup.
The correlation matrix is computed when the amplitude and the phase quadratures are measured. Hence, we
measure 〈δxs · δpref〉 which also needs to be renormalized for photon number. Using (11), it is straightforward to show
that
〈δxs · δps〉 =
√
Ns
Nref
〈δxs · δpref〉 (13)
Modal decomposition
Once the covariance matrices are acquired, they are diagonalized on a basis of orthonormal eigenvectors. Eight
modes per quadrature and per analysis frequency are retrieved, set by the dimension of the matrices themselves. Over
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FIG. 7: Eigenmodes from the diagonalization of the amplitude and phase covariance matrices for the two oscillators. Each
plot accumulates 40 eigenmodes between 400 kHz to 1 MHz analysis frequency, showing the stability of the decomposition.
Horizontal axes: wavelength in nanometers.
the range of RF frequencies where laser dynamics are dominant, the shape of these modes remains stable. Generally,
there are three main modes on the phase quadrature and two main modes on the amplitude quadrature. These should
describe the nature of the physical process that result in the spectral noise depicted by the covariance matrices.
The eigenmodes, shown in Fig.7, closely resemble the theoretical modes derived in[13, 18] which describe the modal
structure of a soliton within a laser cavity. This resemblance is justified, even though the present method measures
the modal structure outside of the laser cavity, since the effects that are observed on such a short timescale (∼
microseconds) with this setup should only be attributed to laser dynamics.
Although these modes represent the natural decomposition of the quadrature spectral noise, other mode bases can
be selected to express the noise. Notably, in[24, 25], spectral and temporal modes are shown to be attached to the
detection of a given parameter encoded in the electromagnetic field, such as delay in time and spectral displacement.
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First column : amplitude, second column: phase. First row: long-pulse, second row: short-pulse. Traces shadows represent
standard deviation over multiple runs.
These exact same modes can be used to express the fluctuation of their attached parameters. Analytically, one can
find the expression of these modes by computing the derivative of the laser field with respect to the parameter to
be estimated. Hence, we can define the modes attached to the detection of amplitude, center frequency and spectral
bandwidth variation on the amplitude quadrature. Similarly, on the phase quadrature, we can define spectral modes
from a temporal description of the field, and taking derivative with respect to constant phase, temporal center-of-mass
and temporal bandwidth. These modes are found to be complex on the phase quadrature and real on the amplitude
quadrature.
Using these modes to form the so-called physical basis, we can compute the noise of these modes with a basis
change on the covariance matrices. For the correlation matrices, which are not symmetric by construction, one needs
to perform a singular value decomposition and compute the overlap between the singular modes and the physical
basis.
Extracting the correlations
Although the modal structure of the covariance matrice appears stable across the range of analysis frequencies that
do not correspond to shot noise, the same cannot be said about the correlation matrices. Indeed, the whole exper-
imental scheme relies on the filtering cavity effectively decoupling the reference from the local oscillator quadrature
noise. However, the cavity can be demonstrated to gradually transfer the noise from one optical quadrature to the
other until eventually the noise level reaches that of quantum vacuum. While in the diagonalization of the covariance
matrices, that effect is negligible because of the asymetric noise level, it becomes more problematic for the correlation
matrices. This can be clearly observed in Fig.8, showing the variation of the projection of the singular modes with the
physical basis for both oscillators as a function of analysis frequency. As expected, for low analysis frequency where
the noise is not perfectly filtered by the cavity, the noise decomposition is not perfectly stable. Beyond a certain level,
however, the projection reaches a plateau. The resulting analysis frequency range is hence selected to analyse the
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